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Abstract—Diseases like cerebral palsy, stroke, or ataxia result
in a vast array of symptoms and complications for the individual,
such as asymmetrical/abnormal gait patterns, loss of balance, and
muscle spasticity, which will require gait rehabilitation. Robotic
devices like exoskeletons and orthosis aim to assist the user
during gait rehabilitation, through both torque transmission and
support. Despite the increase in research on these devices, the
physical human-robot interface (pHRI) has not been properly
developed, leading to high abandonment. An important factor
behind this statistic is the onset of soft and musculoskeletal
tissue injuries due to forces and torques at the interface. Within
this work, the human-robot joint misalignment problem was
addressed, which is, partly, the cause of spurious forces and
torques at the pHRI. An experimental protocol was developed to
assess misalignment, fixation displacement, pressure interactions,
and user-perceived comfort in three different ankle foot orthoses,
corresponding to three different pHRI designs. These were ankle-
foot orthosis with a frontal shin guard (SOF), lateral shin guard
(SOL), and the commercially available ankle modulus of the
H2 exoskeleton. The SOF device showed reduced misalignment
and related interactions and higher user-perceived comfort in
comparison with H2 while improving the SOL device in pressure
and comfort. Finally, five alignment solutions were designed
and implemented in the SOF device. Within these, three were
manual alignment solutions for vertical, horizontal and shin
guard alignment, and two were kinematic redundancy solutions
based on the release of the inversion/eversion of the ankle and
the introduction of a prismatic joint.

I. INTRODUCTION

Clinical physiotherapy remains the gold standard of reha-
bilitation after a disease that severely impairs the patient’s
musculoskeletal system [1]–[3]. Diseases like cerebral palsy,
stroke, or ataxia result in a vast array of symptoms and compli-
cations for the individual, such as asymmetrical/abnormal gait
patterns, loss of balance, and muscle spasticity. These subjects
will require gait rehabilitation, where robotic devices of the
lower limbs like exoskeletons and orthosis gained increased
importance in the last decade [4], [5]. These devices act
in parallel with the human body, not only guaranteeing a
controlled environment for rehabilitation through the precision
provided by robotics but a necessary relief for therapists by
relieving them of repetitive, straining tasks, necessary for
long-term recovery [4], [5]. Depending on the disease and
the tasks at hand, these devices can be classified accord-
ing to which joints and how many joints they support (via
passive or active means) [6]. One of the main avenues by
which robotic devices can be used in gait rehabilitation is

by strengthening muscle action through torque transmission,
thereby reproducing functional gait patterns and improving
the symptoms through neuroplasticity. For instance, study [7]
demonstrated that for both healthy and neurologically impaired
participants there was an increase in metabolic cost (measured
by VO2) from the baseline, indicating active therapy and
muscle activation and, as such, clinical effectiveness of these
devices for rehabilitation
Despite the increasing number of exoskeletons and AFOs
being developed and the ones already available on the market,
the interface between humans and robots has not yet been
properly designed [8]. In fact, these devices have a high
abandonment rate, with as much as a third of all devices being
dropped by their user, with limitations in usability being the
main hurdle for exoskeleton devices [9], [10]. Problems related
to poor assistance given by the exoskeleton leading to the onset
of fatigue, disturbance of normal movement patterns, and soft
and musculoskeletal tissue injuries are recognized to be the
main reasons for this statistic [10]–[13]. For anthropomorphic
devices, defined in [13] as the devices ”where any hinge corre-
sponds to a degree of freedom (DOF) of the human limb”, like
ankle-foot orthoses (AFOs), a proper alignment of these hinges
(or robotic joints) with the biological joints is paramount to
reduce these effects [14]. In fact, it is widely agreed that this
misalignment between the robotic and biological joints results
in spurious forces and torques at the interface between human
and robot, leading to discomfort, pain, or long-term injury
[10], [11], [13]–[19]. It is, paramount that, in the development
of these rehabilitation devices, the issue of misalignment is
accounted for, measured, and corrected.
Within this paradigm, these issues should be addressed in
the development of an AFO. The SmartOs project from the
Biomedical Robotic Devices Laboratory at the University of
Minho iterates on a device that currently exists in the market
for research, the ankle module of the H2 exoskeleton [20],
[21]. Within this project, research has found human-robot
misalignment to be an important design flaw of this device
[22], [23]. Two AFOs have been developed within this project
that iterates on the H2 device and, through novel interface
designs, intended to resolve the issue of misalignment [22]. It
is, as such, important to assess which of the three different
design philosophies for the physical human-robot interface
(pHRI), the H2 and the two in-house devices, lead to less
misalignment and interactions. This was done in section 3 of
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this work. Finally, the knowledge from this assessment should
be used to develop a new prototype that solves the underlying
misalignment issues through dedicated alignment solutions,
which is presented in section 4 of this work. Within the scope
of the research done, no previous study has assessed all three
of misalignment, interactions, and user-perceived comfort of
an AFO in the same study, as well as used this assessment to
compare different pHRI designs.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Human-Robot Joint Misalignment

A crucial feature of the development and design of wearable
assistive robotics is the human-robot interface (HRI). This is
because, in most cases, the purpose of a wearable exoskeleton
is to apply loads to the human musculoskeletal tissue, both
through passive support and active torque transmission [6].
The transmission of these loads is mediated at the interface
between the user’s soft tissues and the device’s mechanical
supports. Within this interface, pressure and sheer loads are
applied to the user. A narrative review on adverse effects in
stationary gait robots (devices that support the user through a
harness [24]) found that the top two most occurring adverse
effects are either soft tissue or musculoskeletal related. Among
these adverse effects, most are soft tissue related, like bruising,
irritation and skin abrasion [11]. The same study pointed to
cuffs and straps as responsible for some of these injuries. A
similar study in overground exoskeletons (ambulatory devices
that assist the user during walking over different surfaces and
settings [25]) found, similarly, that most of the adverse effects
were correlated with soft tissue injuries [26]. Both studies
identified both soft and musculoskeletal tissue adverse effects
as primary risk factors for exoskeleton use. Literature also
differentiates soft tissue interactions.
The kinematic compatibility between the user and the robot is
the most fundamental part of exoskeleton design to solve these
interactions [6]. This represents the notion that the mechanical
design of the exoskeleton (even before implementing actua-
tion, and control strategies, among other technologies) should
aim to ensure comfort, safety, and adequate wearability.
Anthropomorphic devices, such as the ones explored in this
work, have to fully replicate biological DOF. For this purpose,
an exact knowledge of human joint kinematics and the location
of the instantaneous center of rotation (ICR) of the joint is
necessary to properly transmit the required loads and torques
[14] and to guarantee that neither system (the human or
robot) restricts each other’s movements [27]. This requirement,
nevertheless, leads to four main causes of misalignment, as
described by [13]: initial offset between both joints; migration
of the biological ICR during gait; kinematic mismatch; and
movement mismatch.
There is an intrinsic relation between misalignment, cuff
rotation/displacement, and spurious pressure/sheer forces, as
described in figure 1. Figure 1 shows three different cases that
describe the relation between joint misalignment and fixation
movement. In the first case, there is perfect alignment, with
ideal torque transmission from the robotic device to the user,

which is impossible to achieve. In figure 1 (b) rigid fixations
are considered (no relative movement between the two) and an
initial misalignment of magnitudes x and y. This misalignment
leads to a resulting force Fres due to the acting torque Tact.
Finally, figure 1 (c) presents a more realistic situation where
due to the compliance of fixation (both the cuff material and
soft tissue are compliant) relative movement between the two
chains is allowed. Thus the same x and y misalignment cause
a movement L of the cuff and a rotation γ relative to the skin.

(a) Perfect alignment
case.

(b) Full rigid attach-
ment case.

(c) Realistic attach-
ment case.

Fig. 1: Schematic of the misalignment and its effects. Taken
from [16].

Finally, study [10] highlights the pressure and sheer force
hazards resulting from an unappropriated human-robot joint
alignment. This study further identifies misalignment as a
safety hazard of rehabilitation robots. Literature shows signifi-
cant efforts to assess misalignment and its effects, to guide the
design process of an alignment solution. Research efforts in
this field can be divided into three types: a) directly assess
misalignment; b) directly assess interactions; c) indirectly
assess interactions.
Direct misalignment assessment is not common in the lit-
erature. Within the scope of the research done, only two
very recent studies quantified misalignment through motion
capture [19], [28]. Study [28] quantified the misalignment of a
knee brace by involving a dummy limb. In this study, motion
capture was used to assess only rotation misalignment. On
the other hand, [19] performed sit-to-stand tests on human
subjects with an active knee exoskeleton. In this study, both
x and y directions were captured, providing a 2D assessment
of misalignment. This study provided interesting results for
misalignment assessment (both initial and its variation during
gait), showing that even in what was considered an ideal case
there was still misalignment between the two joints.
Direct assessment of interactions is more commonly applied
to assess misalignment effects. This can be done at the level
of the soft tissue or the musculoskeletal tissue. At the level of
soft tissue, both forces (pressure and shear) and moments can
be measured. The main purpose of assessing pressure forces is
to perform safety validation of a given HRI design [10], being
relevant to measure the pressure values and their distribution.
With this in mind, force-sensitive resistor (FSR) sensors are
commonly used. These sensors are made of a material that
changes its internal resistance when a force is applied. Study
[29] installed a single FSR at 16 different HRI of a lower
limb exoskeleton to assess regions of significant pressure
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for three different movements and the main differences in
pressure peaks for these movements. The study was successful
in capturing these results in real-time. Furthermore, the same
study successfully identified peak pressure differences between
movements and interfaces. A similar study [30] used the same
technology in conjunction with electromyography to determine
the relationship between these interaction forces, muscle acti-
vation, and relative movement between the exoskeleton and
the user. They found that the pressure measured by these
sensors is largely due to exoskeleton movement. Finally, the
study [31] used FSRs throughout the lower limb exoskeleton
to verify if these pressures were lower than the pressure pain
thresholds (PPT)s. PPTs are defined as the pressure threshold
above which the pain caused is unbearable for the user [6].
This study shows that FSR use is valid to assess the real-
time pressure and to compare peak values with those from the
literature. Interactions at the interface can also be assessed in
more than one axis DOF. Force-transducer-based technology
is still the most robust and reliable way to capture the force
exchange between the user and the device [10]. While these
are not placed directly at the interface, 3 or 6-axis load cells
can be fitted into the exoskeleton structure to capture three
types (one normal and two sheer forces) or six types (one
normal, two sheer forces, and three moments) of interactions
[8], [17], [19].
Direct assessment of interactions at the musculoskeletal level
is still a challenge due to the invasive nature of measuring the
stress in bones and joints. The options tend to rely on instru-
mented dummies [28]. However, replicating the conditions of
a normal human-device interface remains a challenge. As was
described before, much of the misalignment problem is due
to a kinematic mismatch between the robotic and biological
joints, and the behavior of these biological joints is still not
well understood. As such, the development of an instrumented
dummy with simplified joints is not an option, since it would
solve part of the mismatch that could lead to the interactions
being measured. As such, a valid measurement system for
musculoskeletal interactions has not yet been developed. A
wrap-up of the state-of-the-art of direct interaction assessment
at the HRI can be done from [32] which reviewed 33 stud-
ies on Human-Device interface measurement, comprising 9
exoskeletons, 7 orthoses, and 17 prostheses. Regarding the
type of load measured, all studies measured pressure loads,
while a fraction of these (around 15%) also measured sheer
loads. No study measured only the latter, which strengthens
the previous analysis made on the difficulty of assessing sheer
forces interactions. Of the 33 studies, the FSR was the most
used sensor (11 studies), forward by fiber optic, and the F-
scan/F-socket sensors (a matrix-based sensor from Tekscan,
Norwood, MA, United States), with 5 studies each. Of the 5
studies that addressed sheer interactions, 3 of them used strain
gauges, 1 a capacitive sensor, and 1 a tri-axial force transducer,
all custom-made for the given studies. The fact that 16 out of
the 33 studies (the largest group of sensors) used FSR-based
technology shows that, overall, they are a more robust and
consolidated technology.

Moreover, sheer forces have a larger effect on soft skin injuries
[10]. This fact consolidates the need for indirectly assessing
these sheer forces. Displacement is measured through motion
capture analysis in two different studies. [33], [34]. Even
though the capturing technology is the same as for capturing
misalignment, there is no need for model building or kinematic
calculations. In fact, the main theory behind the following
studies is that a fixation displacement, i.e., relative movement
between a strap/cuff and the human soft tissue, will lead to
these interaction forces. This displacement is measured by
subtracting the positions of a marker in the user’s limb and
a marker in the fixation system (strap/cuff). A study [35]
measured deformation on a lower limb walking orthosis. In
this study, motion capture data was used to assess marker
positions and, from these positions, angular variations between
structural segments of the orthosis. As such, the method is
capable to detect even small deformations in a rather rigid
orthosis, with distances between markers as small as 3.2 mm
being captured. Another study [33] used the same theoretical
basis to capture displacements in an exoskeleton for the hand
and wrist. The scale of the experiment was in millimeters,
with displacements ranging from 0.2 to 40 mm, with a mean
noise level of 0.23 mm and an upper limit (95% confidence
interval) of 0.59 mm. This study gives a clear indication that
this method can be used not only for small initial distances
but also for small displacements. [34] used the same method
but to assess the displacement of the cuffs of a physician
assistant robot, which was then used to estimate interaction
forces through a mathematical model. In this case, markers
were used to capture the angle of each link of the robot,
since the cuffs were connected to these links. Before each trial,
the initial cuff position was captured in relation to each link.
Afterward, the cuff position was traced by monitoring each
link’s position. This is an alternate method from [33] which,
in theory, can be more robust. Since it is not based on the
position of a single marker, it will suffer less from occasional
errors like marker drift or dislodging. These studies show that
fixation displacement can be properly assessed from motion
capture data and that this method is valid for displacements
of a magnitude of a couple of millimeters.

B. Alignment Solutions

A review of alignment studies [13] states three requirements
these solutions should have. The first is kinematic compatibil-
ity, of which the same study [13] states that alignment solu-
tions should introduce elements that allow for better initial and
during gait alignment and should not restrain the biological
ROM of the user. The second requirement is metabolic benefit.
Implemented solutions should be designed to be lightweight
and compact, such that they do not compromise the intended
metabolic benefit the exoskeleton provides to the user. This
can happen when the solution either significantly increases
the robot’s inertia (reducing transmission efficiency) or frees
certain DOFs in the kinematic structure, where part of the
torque will be transferred to.
The final requirement is that they should not compromise
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the user’s acceptance. One of the reasons for reduced user
acceptance of assistive devices is a lack of consideration for
the user’s opinion and an incorrect assessment of the user’s
needs and priorities [9]. According to [13], important aspects
related to user acceptance are effectiveness, durability, safety,
and comfort, which should be taken into consideration when
designing assistive devices.
Effectiveness is related to how well the device reaches its
main goal (metabolic benefit) and how little it hinders the user
(kinematic compatibility). Durability is that the device should
be robust and durable and require low maintenance. Safety is
directly related to the health risks the device might pose to
the user. As such, alignment solutions should not compromise
other aspects of the user’s safety. The final aspect is comfort.
Even if a device is perfectly safe, durable, and effective, users
are more likely to not use a device that is uncomfortable or
obtrusive.
A narrative review of available alignment solutions in the lit-
erature has divided these solutions according to their working
principles into three types: Manual alignment; Use of Com-
pliance Elements; and the addition of kinematic redundancy.
Manual alignment solutions are the simplest to design [13].
The strategy behind this implementation is that the robotic
joint location can be changed according to the user’s joint loca-
tion. This can be done horizontally, vertically, or even by rotat-
ing the structure. This design mostly addresses macromisalign-
ments, since it is not feasible for structures to allow for
adaptation of a joint’s location of more than half a centimeter
at a time. Furthermore, the main challenge behind this design
is correctly identifying the biological joint’s location. This
process will always carry a narrative error since it is not
possible to determine the exact ICR of a joint due to the
tissues that cover it [6], [13], [17]. Furthermore, the slippage
of cuffs and braces that connect the user to the robot, coupled
with the natural compliance of the skin, will further alter the
joint’s position and remove part of the alignment this solution
initially provided [36], [37]. While a skilled operator, with
knowledge of the relevant anatomical landmarks, can provide
good results [38], studies have shown that, even with proper
alignment, there is always some misalignment. Study [18]
reported misalignments of 10 cm, while [19] reported vertical
misalignments of around 5 cm and horizontal misalignments of
around 3 cm. This solution does not cover the micromisalign-
ments that come from a kinematic mismatch between the two
joints or from the migration of the joint’s ICR.
The introduction of compliant elements is another strategy.
This can be done either at the structure/fixation level (frame
and brace) or at the joint level. At the brace level, the idea is
not to solve misalignment but rather to reduce its effects by
changing the characteristics of the interface. A more compliant
material at the interface has been shown to reduce the forces
directly transferred to the user [17]. Compliance can also be
incorporated at the level of the frame. The principle is to allow
some deformation (effectively releasing a DOF with a small
ROM) at the structure level. These solutions allow for reducing
misalignment during gait (e.g. by allowing the device to follow

the normal movement of the user’s limb). Compliance can also
be implemented at the joint level where the initial single DOF
mechanism is replaced by a compliant coupling. This releases
DOFs since the connection is now able to deform, which can
be accomplished usually by using shape-changing materials.
These DOFs have necessarily small ROMs [13].
The most complex strategy in alignment solutions is adding
kinematic redundancy in the exoskeleton’s kinematic chain
[13]. This type of solution has been given increased attention
[16], [18], [39], [40]. The working principle is that by adding
more DOFs to the structure of the exoskeleton than the
ones actuated it can better approximate the kinematics of
the user. These mechanisms can allow for movement of the
exoskeleton in relation to the user, in order to unload the user
of the interactions of joint misalignment or decrease kinematic
mismatch by releasing additional DOFs. Contrary to brace and
frame compliance, these DOFs are usually implemented in
series with the actuated DOF and have larger ROMs. These
solutions can be implemented with two different rationales.
One is when there is a need to match the kinematics of the
human limb, so the fixations follow the user’s movements. The
intent is to solve the problem of hyperstaticity, where incorrect
alignment leads to restrained mobility of the kinematic chains
[14]. Another is when, either through analysis of the system
kinematics or previous experiments, there is some knowledge
of the movement at the fixations and, as such, the added DOFs
compensate this movement.
A parallel avenue for addressing misalignment problems is
through the development of soft or compliant exoskeletons,
commonly denominated exosuits. Compared to the three kine-
matic structures before, which pertain to rigid exoskeletons,
soft exoskeletons use soft and compliant structures at three
levels: actuation, structure, and interface fixation [41], [42].
These exoskeletons are made up of an integrated garment
that attaches to the body, a textile that is responsible for
force transmission and actuated segments [41]. However, soft
exoskeletons have not performed better than conventional rigid
exoskeletons in a rehabilitation setting [41].
Finally, a narrative review of the literature was also done.
This review found 25 reports describing 19 different devices,
between exoskeletons and orthosis, that included an ankle joint
with alignment mechanisms. An analysis was done regarding
their actuation method, alignment solution, and distal mass.
Of the 19 devices, 6 (approximately 32%) were based on
soft structures. Of the remaining 13, all implemented manual
vertical alignment, 69% implemented kinematic redundancy
solutions, and 61% implemented compliant solutions. All 19
devices released the inversion/eversion DOF of the ankle,
although through different solutions.

III. MISALIGNMENT AND INTERACTION ASSESSMENT

A. Materials and Methods

1) Participants and Protocol: Misalignment and interac-
tions were assessed on 10 young male healthy subjects (180.3
± 4.0 cm, 81.1 ± 10.1 kg, and 25.8 ± 4.4 years old). All
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participants were healthy without reporting any known loco-
motion or balance impairment, and they had not suffered any
musculoskeletal injury in the previous six months. Participants
were chosen with similar shank lengths (35.1 ± 3.18 cm) and
perimeters (38.5 ± 2.59 cm) to ensure that the devices were
fixed in approximately similar anatomical regions. All partici-
pants were informed of the study’s objectives and methodology
and were provided with an informed consent form, which they
read and signed. The participants were asked to perform three
walking trials at self-selected speed, followed by three walking
trials at 1.6 km/h (cadence of 70 beats/minute).

2) Introduction on AFOs: The experimental protocol in-
cluded three AFOs, two in-house models, and the ankle
module of the H2 active exoskeleton (figure 2).

(a) SOF device. (b) SOL device. (c) H2 device.

Fig. 2: AFOs included in the experimental protocol.

The two in-house models innovate in the H2 design by
introducing a shin guard and a foot modulus based on a sports
shoe. The two in-house prototypes were denominated SOF and
SOL, according to the locations of their shin-guard location
(frontal or lateral, respectively). Shin guard location is the only
difference between these two prototypes.

3) Instrumentation and Data Collection: A motion capture
system with 12 cameras (Oqus, Qualisys – Motion-Capture
System, Göteborg, Sweden) capturing at 100 Hz was used
to measure human lower-limb kinematics during the trials,
as well as orthosis kinematics (e.g. robotic joint position
in space). Overall, 30 markers were used on the human
body and 9 markers were used for each of the prototypes.
All markers were placed by the same operator using the
anatomical standards described in [43].
Pressures at the interfaces between the user and the device
were measured by a system of 8 circular FSRs and processed
by an Arduino Nano microcontroller board operating at 100
Hz. Each sensor was labeled from 1 to 8 and fixed to the
AFOs’s fixations (i.e. straps and shin guards). The FSRs were
placed in anatomical areas where high-pressure values should
be avoided due to the increased risk of discomfort and lesion
[6], [44], [45], e.g. bony prominences in the user’s shank.
The placement was done by the same operator throughout the
protocol to reduce the occurrence of occasional and systematic
errors, prior to the donning of the device by the user. Once
the user donned the device, the sensors were repositioned
according to the user’s anatomy. Since recorded pressures and
pain thresholds vary greatly with the type and stiffness of
tissue they are applied to [3], [8], [44], an effort was done to

place the sensors in the same anatomical area for each subject.
The comfort and satisfaction questionnaire included 13 ques-
tions, scored through a 4-point Liker-scale (Strongly Disagree,
Disagree, Agree, and Strongly Agree). Literature research was
done on available questionnaires for assessing user satisfaction
with AFOs. Since no questionnaire that targeted AFOs directly
was found, a choice was made to use questions from the
two available questionnaires indicated in [46] as ”Generic
Questionnaires”, defined as the ones for use across all types
of orthotic devices and clinical conditions. As such, the ques-
tionnaire is based on the adapted CSD-OPUS [47], with one
question from the QUEST 2.0 questionnaire [48], pertaining
to the device’s dimensions. Furthermore, the two questions
pertaining to comfort and fitness from the CSD-OPUS were
expanded into two new questions, one assessing the foot
modulus and one assessing the shank modulus, in order to
better assess the differences between AFOs.

B. Results

1) Misalignment and Displacement Measures: Misalign-
ment distance, misalignment angle, strap displacement and
shin-guard/strap angular displacement were averaged for 10
subjects and plotted for each orthosis. The initial misalign-
ments captured were -1.11 cm, -0.90 cm, and -0.48 cm hori-
zontally and -1.75 cm, -1.82 cm, and -2.76 cm vertically, for
SOF, SOL, and H2, respectively. Regarding these measures,
there are differences between devices in misalignment distance
(Mz). H2 is the AFO that presents the highest misalignment,
at the beginning and trough out the gait cycle. Results also
show also shows that the misalignment distance is not constant
across gait. Misalignment angles showed that the H2 device
has the highest misalignment angle. There are no apparent dif-
ferences between SOF and SOL. For the displacement values,
H2 has higher displacement paths (Dx, Dy, and Dz) and angles
(Dα, Dβ, and Dγ) overall, with no differences between the
two in-house models. These two measures indirectly represent
interactions between the fixations and the user’s soft tissues.

2) Pressure on Human-AFO Interface: FSRs in similar
anatomical regions were grouped into four different groups,
each corresponding to a section of the user’s shank: anterior
proximal, anterior distal, posterior proximal, and posterior
distal. By analyzing the peak values it is verified that the SOF
device had lower pressure for all of the four groups, while SOL
and H2 have somewhat similar results for the posterior groups.
The biggest differences are for sensors of the anterior groups,
mainly due to the fitness of the frontal shin-guard compared
with the other two fixation mechanisms. This is in opposition
to both posterior groups, where sensors were placed at the
same type of fixations.

3) Questionnaire on User’s Satisfaction: Each participant
assessed comfort for each orthosis after roughly the same
amount of time wearing the three devices. Direct comparisons
between the scores of SOF-H2 and SOF-SOL showed clear
differences. First, SOF has largely higher scores than H2 in
relation to the foot module, shank module, and overall comfort
and fitness, with scores more than 1 point apart on the Likert
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scale. These questions also had higher scores than the average
difference between questions. On the other hand, SOF has
largely higher scores than SOL with regards to pain during
the device’s use, ability to don the device, the fitness of the
device (question 10), and presence of abrasions and irritation.

C. Discussion

Misalignment and Displacement Measures: Motion data
analysis allows making direct conclusions regarding misalign-
ment and relative displacement between the fixations and
the human limb. Misalignment measures show differences
in the Z axis, with both SOF and SOL devices having a
smaller initial misalignment in comparison with H2, with no
apparent differences for the Y axis. Initial misalignments are
around 1 and 1.5 cm for My and Mz, respectively, which is
within the values found in literature [19], [28]. Furthermore,
misalignment during gait is not constant. This agrees with
what is stated in the literature [6], [13]. In fact, this variation
during gait is likely due to either slippage of the connections
and/or migration of the ICR of the biological which, due to the
kinematic mismatch between both joints, is not followed by
the AFO [49]. For the Z axis, misalignment diminishes in the
H2 device during the swing phase of the gait. However, it is
important to note that, during this gait phase, theoretical power
transmission for the robotic joint to the user or vice-versa is not
significant. In fact, it is to be expected that the largest torques
are present during stance and, as such, misalignment during
this phase will lead to higher spurious forces and torques at
the pHRI than during the swing phase. As such, SOF and
SOL have a lower misalignment in the stance phase, indicating
lower misalignment-related interactions at the pHRI. Overall,
there is a need for manual alignment in all three devices.
Furthermore, high misalignment variation can be identified
across gait.
Displacement along the Z axis is the value that can more
closely be correlated with sheer or friction interactions (as
described in [8]) and, as such, is the most important to
consider. The results show higher displacements along the Z
axis for H2 during the initial stance phases and for SOF and
SOL around the beginning of the swing phase. Nevertheless,
the displacements are very small in magnitude, and differences
between maximum displacements between H2, SOF, and SOL
are within 2 mm, which cannot be separated from some
systematic or occasional error that could have occurred, as
shown in [33]. As such, in this analysis, all three devices
have approximately the same behavior. The displacements
recorded are within the range present in other studies [33],
[34]. Regarding displacement rotations, differences were only
observed around the sagittal plane. This is to be expected since
it is the motion plane where actuation happens in the case of
H2, which can result in an increase in relative movement.
Nevertheless, all three curves for the three measures have
approximately the same behavior and values, and as such, an
exact conclusion cannot be made regarding which device has
the lowest displacement rotations.

Pressure on Human-AFO Interface: Pressure data analysis
shows fewer pressure interactions for the frontal design (SOF),
then the lateral design (SOL), and then the H2 design. Safety
assessment, however, is also fundamental, to ascertain if the
pressures recorded are below recognized safety values [6],
[10]. Recorded values are largely below the PTT values from
single-point algometry [50]. These results can be a good
initial benchmark to assess safety and pain onset but do not
directly correlate to exoskeleton fixations [10]. Further data
from circumferential algometry for both healthy and subjects
with chronic pain problems were considered, through values
found in [51], [52]. The SOF device showed results where
the average value plus one standard deviation for all four
shin-guard locations is below the pain detection threshold for
healthy subjects. The same occurs for patients that suffer from
chronic pain except for the posterior proximal group. For the
SOL AFO, only the posterior proximal group has an average
plus standard deviation below pain detection thresholds for
healthy individuals, with results from the anterior distal group
being close to the upper bound of pain tolerance threshold
(PTT) for chronic pain patients. This can largely be attributed
to the type and material of fixation, an important factor in
pressure distribution [10], [11]. Finally, the value for the
anterior proximal group of the H2 device surpasses safety
levels even in healthy subjects, which is a major counter
indication for its use. Furthermore, the posterior groups show
values close to detection thresholds, another contraindication.
The main difference between SOF and SOL can be attributed
to the different materials of the straps since these devices
report similar misalignments. However, pressures recorded for
the H2 device are higher than both SOF and SOL, which can
be explained in part by the misalignment reported previously.
In fact, while the polymer of the straps in the SOL device
is in direct contact with the user’s skin, the H2 straps have
foam pads to increase comfort [53], which does not translate
to lower pressures. This can indicate that these pressures are
due to spurious forces in relation to misalignment.

Questionnaire on User’s Satisfaction: Questionnaire results
show higher comfort scores for the SOF device. Furthermore,
the comparison with H2 shows valid shank and foot design
choices. Both the introduction of a shin guard against the
straps and a commercially available running shoe against the
H2’s shoe sole seems to reduce the user’s discomfort. Further-
more, the main differences between SOF and SOL lie in the
fixations at the level of the shin guard. While the frontal model
relies on Velcro fixations, the lateral model relies on straps
made of a stiffer polymer and a tighter fit, resulting ultimately
in pain, discomfort, abrasions, and irritations, in accordance
with the higher pressure values recorded. Furthermore, by
having the shin guard located laterally, the anterior straps
are in contact with the bony prominences of the tibia, which
have lower thresholds for pain. This is in contrast to the SOF
design, where the location of the shin guard ensures a better
distribution of pressures, reducing pain and discomfort. These
results are especially important because they indicate not
general discomfort but concrete pain and lesions. Two studies
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[40], [54] have used the NASA TLX questionnaire, which as-
sesses task load, and a simple 0-100 analog scale for comfort.
However, when these studies found significant comfort scores
between test conditions, no significant difference was found in
NASA TLX scores. On the other hand, the questionnaire used
in this work found significant differences between the three
devices regarding user satisfaction and allowed to assess which
device’s characteristics most contributed to these devices. This
has not been observed in the literature. As such, the SOF
device has been shown to score higher regarding the user’s
comfort perception, while also showing higher scores for the
occurrence of pain and pressure-related lesions. Within the
scope of research done, this is the first work that proposes
a correlation between the results of these questionnaires and
misalignment.

IV. ALIGNMENT SOLUTIONS

The initial design of the SOF device is in figure 3.

Fig. 3: Initial CAD design of the SOF AFO.

A. Materials and Methods

1) Mechanical Design of Alignment Solutions: By consid-
ering the misalignment requirements and the alignment solu-
tions reviewed in the section ”Related Work”, this work ideal-
ized and designed 5 alignment solutions: 3 manual alignment
solutions (”Adjust joint’s vertical position”, ”Adjust joint’s
horizontal position” and ”Adjust shin guard position”) and
2 solutions based on kinematic redundancy (”Release Iv/Ev
trough a revolute joint” and ”Introduce a prismatic joint”).
All solutions and simulations were designed in SolidWorks
2021®(Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France). Data
from the experimental protocol was used to guide the di-
mensioning of solutions. To do this, three measures were
calculated: initial vertical misalignment, initial horizontal mis-
alignment, and maximum vertical displacement. These mea-
sures correlate with solutions ”Adjust joint’s vertical position”,
”Adjust joint’s horizontal position”, and ”Introduce a prismatic
joint”, respectively. Alignment solution 1 (”Adjust joint’s
vertical position”) was developed considering the measure
”Vertical initial misalignment”. This measure indicates an
initial misalignment that ranges from -2.89 cm to -0.62 cm.
As such, there is a need to increase the Z coordinate of the
robotic joint. The main purpose of this solution is to allow for
this vertical adjustment. This solution was realized by adding

six sets of screw holes at the connection between the footplate
and the motor connector plate. These screw holes are 0.5 cm
apart and allow for vertical regulation of the motor connector
plate. The height of the motor connector plate was kept the
same, while the cut that supports the screws was increased by
1 cm. As such, the height of the motor connector plate can
now vary from the initial position to 2.5 cm above the initial
position. The initial design did not allow for height adjustment
of the robotic joint.
Alignment solution 2 (”Adjust joint’s horizontal position”)
was developed considering the measure ”Horizontal initial
misalignment”. This measure indicates an initial misalignment
that ranges from -1.9 cm to -0.31 cm. As such, the horizontal
position of the joint should be adaptable, which is the purpose
of this solution. In the initial design, the footplate is connected
to the shoe through an outsole plate with. The current design
does not allow for horizontal adjustment of this outsole plate.
Furthermore, while the used CAD model of the outsole plate
only includes two M3 screw holes, the prototype used in the
experimental protocol realizes this connection through five
screws. This was replicated in the final design by replacing the
two initial holes with the five of the final prototype. While the
centers of the initial holes were 1.22 cm apart, those of the final
design were 0.5 cm apart. Finally, four more screw holes were
within the same distance, and the length of the outsole plate
was increased by 2 cm. This realized the alignment solution
by allowing the user to adjust the horizontal position of the
robotic joint to a maximum of 2 cm in steps of 0.5 cm.
The alignment solution ”Adjust shin guard Position” allows for
better alignment of the shin guard. Since the fixation realized
by the shin guard is rather rigid, its contact with low-compliant
tissues will lead to increased interactions, and, as such, a fitting
of the shin guard in softer tissue is necessary to increase
comfort. From the protocol, it was found that the subject with
the lowest shank length had the shin guard in contact with
his knee joint. This subject had a height of 1.70, which is
within the range of heights allowed by the initial design [22].
The initial design allowed only lowering the height of the
shin guard by 0.9 cm by providing an additional screw hole
at the connection between the shin guard and the proximal
upright. It was found to not be sufficient to prevent contact
with less compliant tissue close to the knee joint. As such,
the height of the shin guard should be adaptable, which is the
main purpose of this solution. This was done by adding an
additional hole at the connection between the shin guard and
the proximal upright of the AFO and two additional screw
holes at the connection between the proximal upright and the
distal motor connector plate. Each of these alterations allowed
the shin guard to be lowered an additional 0.9 cm. The final
design allows lowering the shin guard by a total of 3.6 cm,
whereas the initial design only allowed for 0.9 cm.
The solution ”Release inversion/eversion through a revolute
joint” was developed to partly solve the kinematic mismatch
between the user and the AFO. This solution released the
inversion/eversion DOF by introducing a revolute joint at the
footplate level, designed by splitting the footplate structure in
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two. The axis of this joint was kept perpendicular to the plane
of actuation to avoid the transmission of actuation torque to
this DOF. A more complex design with mechanical end stops
should still be implemented in order to increase the safety and
applicability of the solution.
Finally, the solution ”Introduce a prismatic joint” was designed
considering the measure ”Maximum vertical displacement”.
This measure indicates a cuff displacement between -0.97 and
0.33 cm. As such, this displacement should be eliminated
since it correlates with shear forces at the pHRI. The low
vertical compliance of the initial design does not allow for
compensation for this displacement. A prismatic DOF was
introduced in the shank structure of the AFO, of which the
main purpose is to compensate for the measured displacement.
This solution consists of a rail mechanism between the shin
guard and the proximal upright. The proximal upright of the
shank structure was cut following the guide’s geometry and
functions as the rail, while an additional part was introduced
between this bard and the shin guard fixation that functions as
the guide. This guide is fixed to the structure through screws,
following the same mechanisms as the initial design. The
prismatic joint has a vertical ROM of 1 cm, following the
requirements set.

2) Validation of Alignment Solutions: To validate the so-
lutions ”Adjust joint’s vertical position”, ”Adjust joint’s hor-
izontal position” and ”Adjust shin guard position”, it is
necessary to guarantee the mechanical integrity of the struc-
ture. As such, mechanical simulations were made using the
simulation tool from SolidWorks 2021®(Dassault Systèmes,
Vélizy-Villacoublay, France). These simulations were based
on previous work done in this prototype by [22] by applying
a torque of 65 N.m. where the actuation module would be. The
appropriate fixations and connections were applied according
to the simulations described in [22].
The solutions ”Release inversion/eversion through a revolute
joint” and ”Introduce a prismatic joint” were validated through
motion tests. To do this, a model of the human foot and leg
was imported into the CAD software and fixed to the sole.
For the revolute joint solution, the angle between the leg and
the foot was increased and decreased by 25◦ (above biological
levels [55]) and an interference test was done between the foot
and leg models and the orthosis structure. This test assesses
the ROM of the implemented revolute joint by recording the
angles where there is a collision between the leg or foot and
the AFO. The study was done at 60 frames per second for
15 seconds. Within the first five seconds, the joint performed
an eversion motion, followed by an inversion motion during
the next five seconds towards the initial position and an
eversion motion for the last five seconds. For the prismatic
joint solution, the leg model was fixed to the posterior face
of the shin guard and the guide position was set at 0.5 cm
below the top of the rail. The model was set to rotate 12 ◦

in each direction in the frontal plane, thus provoking a linear
movement of the guide. An interference check between the
guide and the top and bottom parts of the rail was done.
This allowed assessing the compensation ability of the rail.

Finally, the final prototype with all five solutions implemented
was validated through a mechanical simulation study. The
same torque, fixations, and connections as in the previous
mechanical tests were applied for this final validation.

B. Results

In order to guarantee that the structures subject to mechani-
cal tests kept their integrity under the applied stresses, a factor
of safety (FoS) of 1.5 was selected as the threshold to validate
each solution. This FoS is defined as the quotient between the
material’s yield strength and the calculated Von Mises stress.
The lowest FoS for the validation of the vertical alignment
solution was 1.682, above the set threshold. Furthermore, the
FoSs for the footplate and the outsole plate at the connection
were, respectively, 1.81 and 1.27. The FoS at the connection
for the footplate is above the set threshold, while the one for
the outsole plate is not. Similarly, simulation results for the
shin guard alignment solution found the lowest FoS to be equal
to 1.705, which is higher than the defined threshold.
The results of the motion study for the revolute joint solution
found initial interference at around 8◦ for eversion and 9◦ for
inversion. While biological ROMs for these DOFs are higher
than these values [56], a study has found that during human
gait the ROMs of eversion and inversion are around 5◦ [57].
Thus, the ROM of this solution was deemed sufficient for the
application. The motion study results for the prismatic joint
solution found initial interference at around 8◦ for the positive
rotation and 9◦ for the negative rotation. These results were
found to be appropriate, since the prismatic joint managed to
compensate for the full one cm set as a requirement, converting
a rotation movement of the model into a linear movement of
the guide. For the simulation that validates the final design,
the lowest FoS was 0.7 at the level of the revolute joint, which
is below the threshold defined.

C. Discussion

The design for the alignment solution ”Adjust joint’s ver-
tical position” has been proven to allow an initial vertical
alignment within the requirements defined. Furthermore, me-
chanical stress tests have shown that structural integrity is kept
under the expected stresses of normal use. This solution is, as
such, fully developed for manufacturing and implementation
into the current design. Within literature. manual alignment
solutions allow only for vertical alignment so that the device is
usable by subjects of different heights. The literature’s manual
alignment solutions are not implemented directly to align the
robotic and user’s joints. As such, the range of these solutions
is not stated. Furthermore, within the scope of research done,
this work is the first to utilize experimental data to dimension a
vertical manual alignment solution. The two studies referenced
for direct assessment of misalignment through motion capture
used this technique to validate previously designed alignment
solutions [19], [28].
The alignment solution ”Adjust joint’s horizontal position”
fully realizes the requirements defined. Although the FoS of
the outsole plate was below the defined threshold, a choice
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was made that the design had sufficient mechanical stability.
In fact, while the original prototype had not been validated
in [22], real-life tests were done after production. Part of
these tests was done through the experimental protocol in the
previous section, where it was proven that prolonged use of the
AFO did not compromise its structural integrity. Furthermore,
the same prototype was tested with an initial version of the
actuation module, wherein the actuator applied a torque similar
to the real use case. Test results showed that the structural
integrity of the fixation between the footplate and the outsole
plate was not compromised. Since the new design does not
change the structure significantly, a choice was made to accept
the current design as safe. This solution is fully realized and
ready to be produced and implemented. From the literature,
no horizontal alignment solution was found. Since no study
used direct misalignment assessment to dimension manual
alignment solutions, a hypothesis for the lack of horizontal
alignment solutions is that, visually, horizontal misalignment
is not evident. As such, it is possible that the authors of
these studies did not find a need for this kind of solution.
Nevertheless, this work shows that such a solution is needed
and should be implemented.
The alignment solution ”Adjust shin guard position” fully
realizes the objective of the user being allowed to lower
the vertical position of the shin guard. Furthermore, the
stress studies proved that the implemented solution did not
compromise the structural integrity of the design. As such, this
solution is fully realized and ready for production. The original
design from [22] only allowed the shin guard’s position to be
increased by only 4.5 cm. This work proves that an adaptation
that lowers the shin guard’s position is necessary to better
realize the structure’s design to a wider range of users.
The kinematic redundancy solution that releases inver-
sion/eversion rotations was implemented according to the high
variability of misalignment during gait and due to its frequent
use in the literature. Motion studies showed a ROM of 8◦

for eversion and 9◦ for inversion, before the user’s limb
reaches the shin guard, which is adequate for anatomic gait.
However, the ROM of the implemented joint is 360◦, since no
mechanical end stops were implemented. The full anatomical
ROM of the inversion/eversion DOF of the ankle joint is
between 25◦ and 30◦ for eversion and around 52◦ for inversion
[55]. As such, solutions from the literature have implemented
mechanical end-stops for these joints to avoid safety hazards
[58] [59]. Study [13] states that designed solutions should not
have a larger workspace than the user’s joint. As such, these
safety features should be implemented into the current design
before production.
The solution ”Introduce a prismatic joint” fully realizes the
requirements defined. Furthermore, this solution increases the
overall mass of the AFO by approximately 74 grams, repre-
senting an 8% increase from the original mass of 917 grams
(excluding the actuation modulus). No similar solution was
found in the literature for AFOs. This is mainly due to the
need to first assess the displacement to properly dimension
the solution, which was not done. Nevertheless, study [19]

describes the validation of a similar solution for a knee
exoskeleton. The study reported that its alignment solution
weighed 190 grams. Although the solution included, besides
a prismatic joint, two revolute joints, these were directly
implemented on existing braces. As such, it is expected that
the prismatic joint is the main contributor to this added mass.
The solution in [19] represents a mass that doubles that of the
solution here described. Nevertheless, its validation showed
improved comfort and performance [54]. As such, the weight
of the implemented solution may not be problematic for real-
life validation. Nevertheless, a mechanism that prevents the
guide from escaping the rail through its top opening should
still be implemented before production.
Finally, the validation results for the final design show a FoS
above the required threshold for all components except the
revolute joint. However, as described before, this solution is
not fully realized, since the current design still needs the
implementation of mechanical end stops. As such, a follow-
up study of the mechanical stability of the final design with
a new iteration of the revolute joint solution is still required.
In fact, this next iteration should also increase the mechanical
durability of this connection.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A. Conclusions

This work had three distinct parts, each corresponding to a
different section presented before. The work in each section
was done towards the main goal, to develop solutions that
would solve the misalignment problem in an AFO prototype.
In the section ”Related Work”, first, a comprehensive review
of misalignment causes and effects on the basis of literature
was given. It was found that human-robot joint misalignment
is inevitable and that it arises from the impossibility of,
initially, properly aligning the two joints and from the inherent
kinematic mismatch of the two structures. Furthermore, the
literature shows that this phenomenon leads to spurious forces
and torques at the level of the interface between the human
and the exoskeleton. These interactions are one of the main
reasons behind user abandonment of these devices since they
greatly compromise the user’s comfort during use and can
even pose a safety risk to the user. Secondly, a comprehensive
review of misalignment and interaction assessment strategies
was done. Five different measures were found to assess
misalignment: direct misalignment assessment through motion
capture; fixation displacement through motion capture; pres-
sure assessment through FSR sensors; shear stresses assess-
ment through load cells; musculoskeletal interaction assess-
ment through a dummy limb. Finally, the state-of-the-art on
alignment solutions in AFO and exoskeletons was presented.
It was found that all devices implemented manual alignment
solutions. Furthermore, a majority introduced an additional
inversion/eversion DOF to partly solve the kinematic mismatch
between the human-robot systems. This implementation was
done either through the introduction of compliant materials
at the joint level or through revolute joints. Finally, soft
exoskeletons are still in an early phase of research but are
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increasingly looking for a viable alternative to anthropomor-
phic exoskeletons to solve misalignment issues.
In the section ”Misalignment and Interaction Assessment”,
human-AFO misalignment and interactions were assessed in
an experimental environment for the three different prototypes.
The protocol followed the recommendations on misalignment
assessment from the literature, by using motion capture data to
assess misalignment and displacement, FSRs to collect pres-
sure and interactions in pHRI, and a comfort and satisfaction
questionnaire to assess user‘s perception of the prototypes. It
was found that the SOF design performed better in most mea-
sures, namely misalignment, pressure interactions, and fixation
displacements. Furthermore, it was the AFO with the higher
satisfaction level rated by the participants. As such, this device
was chosen to develop the alignment solutions. Experimental
results also contributed to identifying the magnitude values
and, as such, guided the design of alignment solutions.
Finally, in the section ”Alignment Solutions”, five differ-
ent alignment solutions were designed using the orientations
from the previous sections and, when applicable, properly
validated. These comprised three manual alignment solutions
that allowed the user to adjust both joint and shin-guards
position, a solution based on a revolute joint that released
the inversion/eversion DOF of the joint, and a prismatic joint
that compensated from the maximum vertical displacement
captured in the protocol. All solutions, when applicable, passed
their validation tests. The three manual alignment solutions are
ready for production and implementation, while the remaining
solutions need further work to make them more robust for real-
life use.

B. Future Work

First, an analysis of all three devices after the in-house
models have their actuation modules implemented should be
done, since it is not clear if the results would be significantly
different. Furthermore, a direct assessment of shear stresses
should be done, since it will allow a better assessment of
the interactions. Finally, the gait kinematics captured from
the protocol and the treadmill data have yet to be analyzed.
Since each device is expected to have a significant effect on
normal gait kinematics, this analysis should be done. Never-
theless, remarkably different conclusions are not expected to
be reached, since misalignment is closely related to human-
robot kinematics. Regarding the implementation of alignment
solutions, the three manual alignment solutions are ready for
production and implementation, while the remaining two need
further work to increase their safety and usability. Finally,
validation of each solution in a real-life setting should be
done.
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